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Reaction-intermediate-induced atomic mobility
in heterogeneous metal catalysts for
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Improving the activity and selectivity of heterogeneous metal electrocatalysts has been the primary
focus of CO2 electroreduction studies, however, the stability of these materials crucial for practical
application remains less understood. In our work, the impact of the reaction intermediates (RIs) on the
energetics and mechanism of metal-atom migration is studied with a combination of density functional
theory (DFT) and ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) on pure transition metals Cu, Ag, Au, Pd, as well
as three Cu4xPdx (x = 1,2, and 3) alloys. Reaction intermediates (RIs) for the CO2 reduction reaction,
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H2 evolution, and O2 reduction were considered. The eﬀect of adsorbed RIs was observed to facilitate
metal atom migration generally by decreasing the kinetic barriers for migration. The atomic mobility
trends in the commonly used CO2RR metal electrocatalysts in the course of electrolysis conditions were
established. This study provides theoretical insight into understanding how the electrocatalyst may
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undergo promoted restructuring in the presence of RIs under realistic electrochemical conditions.

Introduction
Cathodic electrosynthetic methods including the hydrogen
evolution reaction (HER), nitrogen reduction reaction (NRR),
and carbon dioxide reduction reaction (CO2RR) have been on
the rise during the past decade due to being promising technologies for sustainable production of value-added chemicals
such as hydrogen, ammonia, hydrocarbons, and oxygenates,
while providing a long-term storage solution for renewable
electricity.1 Among these reactions, the CO2RR is of great
significance as it can also help close the atmospheric carbon
cycle to mitigate the global warming issue.2
Generally, the CO2RR suﬀers from requiring high overpotentials and poor selectivity due to the sluggish kinetics of
the multi-step reaction and various available catalytic pathways
leading to multiple products.3 The reaction selectivity is further
disrupted by the competing HER4,5 and oxygen reduction
reaction (ORR), where the latter occurs when oxygen is present
in the CO2 feedstock6 as both H+ and O2 can be easily reduced
at the applied potentials required for the CO2RR. The sluggish
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reaction kinetics and catalytic complexity contribute to high
energy input requirements and low energy eﬃciency of the
CO2RR, consequently leading to a limited economic feasibility
of its industrial implementation.
To improve the kinetics and selectivity of CO2RR, a variety of
heterogeneous metallic catalysts have been developed with
controlled compositions and tuned morphologies. The specific
atomic arrangement on the electrode surface can be established by varying the electrode composition and its nanoscale
morphology, which enables the modulation of its electronic
structure to stabilize key reaction intermediates (RI), and
thereby tailor the reaction selectivity. In addition to the aforementioned merits, another vital factor driving the improved
performance of metallic catalysts is the presence of various
surface defects including grain boundaries,7 subsurface oxides,8
and highly undercoordinated atoms,9 which can serve as
enhanced active sites. Catalytic performance of metal catalysts
can be tailored not only by the atomic design of surfaces, but
also by the nanoscale shape design. For instance, metal catalysts with complex nanostructures can take advantage of the
field-induced reagent concentration near high-curvature nanoscale features10 or the confinement of reaction intermediates
in a nanocavity, promoting both activity and selectivity of
CO2RR.11
Many researchers have focused on modifying the composition
and morphology of metal nanostructured catalysts to increase
their selectivity and activity in CO2RR.12 However, comparatively
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less attention has been given to the structural stability of nanoscale electrocatalysts under CO2RR conditions. Understanding the
factors determining their structural stability in the course of
electrolysis is of paramount importance to the practical application of CO2RR, as the long-term stability is another key
performance parameter beyond activity and selectivity for
real-world catalysts.13,14 Structural transformations have been
observed in many morphologically complex metal-based
catalysts15–20 under cathodic electrolysis conditions with some
showing substantial activity losses even within a short operation time.21,22 The evolution of the metal structures could
proceed via different mechanisms,23 such as dissolution, electrodeposition, electrochemical Ostwald ripening, fragmentation, and agglomeration, to name a few, and most of them
are accompanied by a prominent atomic mobility. During
the electrolysis conditions, atomic mobility could change the
particle size, crystalline phase, and morphology of the heterogeneous metal catalysts, which does not only affect their
stability and activity,24 but also cause the active sites to be
dynamically evolving.18
To date, the known factors aﬀecting the atomic mobility of
metal surfaces include the RI, electrolyte, applied potential,
local pH, nanostructure size, and catalyst support.15,16,18,19,25,26
Among them, RI is one of the key parameters in driving the
atomic mobility during CO2RR electrolysis. In principle, the
ability to remove a metal atom from a surface is determined by
the bonding strength of an atom to its neighbouring atoms
in lattice, and thus correlates with the number of valence
electrons that the metal atom has to form the metallic bond.
As an essential step for the CO2RR on the electrode surface, the
bond formation between the RI and the catalytic metal atom on
the surface may distract the valence electrons of the atom from
metallic bonding and eventually influence its mobility on the
metallic surface. The investigation of the impact of CO2RRassociated RIs on the atomic mobility is of significant importance not only to reveal the mechanisms of structural degradation
and subsequently develop solutions to prolonging the catalyst
lifetime for metal catalysts used in CO2RR, but also to shine more
light on the dynamic nature of the catalyst surface during
electrochemical reactions. Density functional theory (DFT) calculation is a commonly used tool to explore the migration of
the RI and RI-bound metal atom on metal surface at the atomic
scale.27–29 In our previous study, we showed that the RI may
promote the thermodynamic process of vacancy formation (VF)
and accelerate the migration kinetics of the adatom on crystallographic facets of Au and Pd using DFT calculations. This VF
assessment from the thermodynamic standpoint provided the
initial mechanistic insight into the impact of RIs on atomic
mobility in metal electrocatalysts. A more detailed description
of RI-induced VF mechanism on metal surfaces, which includes
kinetic considerations of VF pathways, however, has not been
explored to date. In addition, more complex structural models
reflecting the complexity of nanostructured metal catalysts and
accounting for all possible RIs are necessary to accurately
predict the atomic mobility trends in a series of electrocatalysts
with various compositions.
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To address this knowledge gap, in the current study we
expanded the atomic mobility assessment method to enable
the evaluation of both thermodynamics and kinetics of VF via
DFT and to probe the stability of a complex surface structure
(compared to low-index facets) mimicking nanostructured catalysts using ab initio molecular dynamic (AIMD) simulations.
This approach was applied to a series of metal and metal-alloy
CO2RR catalysts to provide a more comprehensive description
of atomic mobility induced by RIs during CO2RR electrolysis.
Specifically, we considered several electrocatalyst compositions
of common interest in CO2RR electrocatalyst design:30–34
Cu, Ag, Au, Pd, and Cu4xPdx(x = 1, 2, and 3), and the key RI
associated with CO2 reduction and accompanying reactions,
i.e., HER and ORR: *COOH, *H, and *OOH. In this work, the
relative trends in increased atomic mobility by these RI and
their specific mechanisms, along with the trends in atomic
mobility in the series of metals and their correlations with their
chemical and physical nature are discussed in detail, which we
present in the following.

Computational details
All DFT calculations in this work were performed within the
Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP).35–37 The electronic
exchange-correlation energy was treated by the spin-polarized
generalized-gradient approximation (GGA) of Perdew–Burke–
Ernzerhof (PBE).38 The electron–ion interaction was described
by projector augmented wave (PAW) potentials.39,40 The kinetic
energy cutoff for the plane-wave expansion was set to 500 eV,
and the Monkhorst–Pack41 k-point mesh was set to (4  4  1).
For geometry optimizations, the convergence criteria of electronic and ionic iterations were 105 eV and 102 eV Å1,
respectively. To decouple the interaction between periodic
surfaces, 15 Å of vacuum space was set among them in the
z-direction.
The metal surface was modelled using a (3  3) supercell
structure with five atomic layers consisting of 45 metal atoms.
DFT calculations were performed on commonly used (111),
(100), (110), and (211) fcc metal facets to study the influence
of RIs on the atomic mobility in metal catalysts. To model
Cu4xPdx(100) surface, the bulk structure of Cu3Pd (mp-580357)
was first obtained from the Material Project.42 Then Cu3Pd(100)
surface was constructed based on the optimized Cu3Pd bulk
structure using a (3  3) supercell with four atomic layers
consisting of 72 atoms. The Cu2Pd2(100) and CuPd3(100) surfaces were modified from the Cu3Pd(100) surface. The binding
energy Eb of RIs on metal surface was calculated based on the
optimized geometries of the metal surfaces bound RIs as
follows:
Eb = Ea  (EM + Ei)

(1)

where Ea is the energy of reaction-intermediate-bound metal
surface, EM is the energy of the metal surface, and Ei is the
energy of the gas phase reaction intermediate including H,
1
1
OOH, and COOH, with EH ¼ EH2 ; EOOH ¼ EH2 þ EO2 , and
2
2
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1
ECOOH ¼ EH2 þ ECO2 . In essence, everything is referenced to
2
CO2, H2, and O2 to avoid the calculation of gas-phase
fragments.
The vacancy formation energy Ef of a pure metal surface and
an intermediate-adsorbed metal surface were calculated
according to eqn (2) and (3), respectively:
Ef = EV_M  EM

(2)

Ef = EV_M_X  Ea

(3)

where EV_M is the energy of the metal surface with the metal
atom adsorbed near the atomic vacancy and EV_M_X is the
energy of a metal surface with an intermediate-bound metal
atom adsorbed near the atomic vacancy. The formula of Ef
calculation used in this work is adopted from the one reported
in the literature.43–46 Typically, the vacancy formation energy is
defined as the energy difference between the defected lattice
and the perfect lattice, which implies the atom that leaves the
lattice defect is moved to the bulk phase. In this work, however,
the conventional approach of Ef is not applicable since the
energy of the removed RI-bound metal atom is not accessible.
In addition, the morphology changes of the nanostructured
electrodes observed under electrolysis conditions suggest that
vacated metal atom would stay and redeposit on the metal
surface. Since we were interested in calculating activation
energies, we needed a continuous pathway from the initial to
the final state. Therefore, the metal atom is not removed to the
bulk phase but instead is moved to a site adjacent to the newlyformed vacancy, in which the vacancy formation energy can be
calculated according to eqn (2) and (3). Note that dipole
corrections were not considered in the calculations performed
for surface adsorption in this work due to its minor effect
on the surface adsorption suggested by our calculations in
Fig. S1 (ESI†).
The climbing-image nudged elastic band (CI-NEB)47 was
employed to search the transition states for the vacancy formation and atom migration on the metal surfaces, which were
then verified by analysis of the normal modes and contain only
one imaginary frequency. Based on the obtained transition
states, the energy barrier of VF and atom migration was
calculated on various metal surfaces. The geometries of the
metal clusters sitting on extended (111) surfaces were first
optimized using PBE functional with a 400 eV planewave cutoﬀ
and sampled with a (2  2  1) Monkhorst–Pack k-point mesh.
RIs were then added on cluster surface based on geometry
information obtained in the calculations of RI-bound metal
surfaces. Finally, AIMD simulations were performed for metal
clusters on metal (111) surfaces without and with different
adsorbed RIs in the canonical ensemble (NVT) with the Nosé–
Hoover thermostat.48–50 The initial velocities of the atoms were
sampled from the Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution for the
target temperature. Even though a single trajectory is computed
for each of the systems, we have used time averaging in order to
estimate ensemble average properties such as mean square
displacements (MSDs), radial distribution functions (RDFs),
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and Lindemann indices (see details in ESI†). Our tests indicate
that the systems are ergodic enough for the timescales of interest
here. The simulation was set to be 2000 steps with a 1.0 fs time
step at 300 K. As it is hugely computational demanding for a large
system with above 100 atoms, a (2  2  1) k-point mesh was used
in the calculations for the Brillouin–zone integration. Based on
the trajectory of the AIMD simulations, the displacement, MSD,
RDF, Lindemann index, temperature, and heat capacity of the
metal surfaces were calculated.
The displacement sj (t) of the jth metal atom in the cluster
was calculated by comparing its position rj (t) at reaction time t
with its initial position rj (0) according to:


sj ðtÞ ¼ rj ðtÞ  rj ð0Þ
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 
2 
2
¼
ðxj ðtÞ  xj ð0Þ þ yj ðtÞ  yj ð0Þ þ zj ðtÞ  zj ð0Þ
(4)
Then the displacement of the metal cluster scluster(t) at
reaction time t was calculated by averaging the displacement
of the cluster metal atoms according to:
"
#
j¼13
1 X
scluster ðtÞ ¼
dj ðtÞ
(5)
13 j¼1
for a cluster containing 13 atoms. The instantaneous temperature Tj (t) of the jth metal atom at reaction time t was calculated
according to the equipartition theorem as follows:


2 EKE j ðtÞ
Tj ðtÞ ¼
(6)
3
kB
where kB = 1.38  1023 J K1 is the Boltzmann constant and

1 
EKE j ðtÞ ¼ mj vjx2 ðtÞ þ vjy2 ðtÞ þ vjz2 ðtÞ is the kinetic energy of
2
the jth metal atom at time t. In the kinetic energy equation, mj
is the mass of the jth metal atom and njx(t), njy(t), and njz(t), are
the speeds of the jth metal atom along x, y, and z directions,
respectively, at reaction time t. njx(t) was calculated as follows:
njx(t) = [xj (t + 1)]  xj (t)]/1

(7)

xj (t) and xj (t + 1) are the positions of the jth atom at reaction
time t and t + 1, respectively, along the x direction. njy(t) and
njz(t) were obtained with analogous equations for the y and
z directions.
The temperatures of the metal cluster, the metal slab, and
the overall system at reaction time t, Tcluster(t), Tslab(t), and
Tsys(t), were obtained by averaging the Tj (t) of the metal
atoms in the cluster, the slab, and the whole metal system,
respectively. Based on the obtained temperature profile above,
the heat capacity CV of the metal system at the reaction time t
was calculated as follows (see details in ESI†):

Etota ðtÞ2  hEtota ðtÞi2
CV ¼
n
(8)
2
kB Tsys
where Etot_a(t) is the total energy of each metal atom at the
reaction time t and n is the number of the metal atoms in the
system.
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Results and discussion
The structural stability of metal surfaces depends on the
chemical bonds of surface atom with its neighbouring lattice
atoms as well as the migration diﬃculty of an adatom on a
metal surface. In the case of surface-catalysed reactions, RIs can
aﬀect the structural stability of metal surfaces from both
aspects due to their intimate interactions with metal surfaces.
The influence of a RI on the atomic mobility in a metal catalyst
starts with its adsorption on the catalyst surface. To reveal the
interaction of various RIs with metal surfaces, we first investigated the energetically favourable geometries of (111) (100),
(110), and (211) surfaces for the commonly used metals in
CO2RR such as Cu, Ag, Au, and Pd with adsorbed CO2RRrelated RIs, including *COOH, *H, and *OOH, key RIs for
CO2RR itself, competing HER, and competing ORR from traces
of air/oxygen present in CO2, respectively. In particular, *COOH
is considered as a key RI of CO2RR due to that (1) CO is the
major product of CO2RR on Ag, Au and Pd metals; (2) *COOH is
the potential-determining step for electrochemical CO2 to CO
on these metal electrocatalysts,51–57 which resides longer and
has more pronounced effect on the metal surfaces than other
RIs. Optimized geometries of RI-bound metal surfaces are
shown in Fig. 1a and Fig. S2–S4 (ESI†). We found that the *H
tends to adsorb at a three-fold or four-fold hollow site, except
for the case of (110) facet where it prefers a bridge site; the
*OOH interacts with the metal surfaces through both oxygen
atoms; and the *COOH prefers a stabilization via forming C–M
and O–M bonds. We note that the calculations of the *H on Pd
surfaces was not performed due to the complexity of simulating
Pd–H interactions associated with the formation of palladium
hydride. To further understand the binding strength between
the RIs and the metal surfaces, the binding energies of the
studied RIs were calculated according to eqn (1) based on the
optimized geometries of the metal surfaces bound with the RIs
(Fig. 1b). We note that the formation of adsorbed surface
species is not only dependent on the binding energy, but also
on other factors such as chemical potentials.
However, in an aqueous electrolyte at ambient conditions
typical for CO2RR, the influence of the chemical potential on
the preference of formation of the three adsorbed species is
minor compared to that of the binding energy. More specifically, based on the data of the saturation concentration of the
gaseous species and the property of water,58 it can be estimated
that the inclusion of chemical potential could give a ca. 16%
correction to the free energy diﬀerence between two adsorbent
formation pathways determined via binding energies (see
Note S1 of ESI†). In addition, the chemical potential correction
is constant across all the systems under investigation while the
binding energy depends strongly on the composition and
morphology of the electrode surface.
Therefore, the binding energy is an appropriate parameter
for describing the formation of adsorbed surface species during
CO2RR. The results revealed that the interaction between a RI
and a metal surface strongly depends on the nature of the RI.
Specifically, *OOH showed the most negative binding energy on
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Fig. 1 The interaction of diﬀerent intermediates with various metal
surfaces. (a) the optimized geometries of absorbed *H, *OOH and *COOH
on Cu surfaces of (111), (100), (110) and (211), and (b) the binding energies
of *H, *OOH and *COOH on (111), (100), (110) and (211) surfaces of Cu, Ag,
Au and Pd. White, H atom; red, O atom; gray, C atom; dark/light blue, Cu
atom in outmost/inner layer.

all studied facets of diﬀerent metals, followed by *H, and finally
by *COOH, which suggests that RIs of *OOH and *H from side
reactions during CO2RR can interact more strongly with the
metal surfaces compared to the interaction between metal
surfaces and CO2RR reaction intermediate (*COOH), and therefore aﬀect the structure of the metal surfaces more significantly. Moreover, the preferable adsorption of *OOH and
*H can compete with the adsorption of *COOH and disturb
the selectivity of CO2RR. In this regard, considering the contribution of *OOH is particularly important due to its binding
being the strongest on all studied metal surfaces (Fig. 1b).
Besides *OOH, *H also has stronger interactions with metal
surfaces than the interaction between the metal surfaces and
*COOH. The formation of *H is unavoidable in aqueous conditions in which CO2RR is generally carried out. So, it has been
a challenge to inhibit the competing HER against CO2RR in
aqueous electrolytes. Furthermore, the formation of *H on
metal surfaces is also needed for the hydrogenation steps
in CO2RR process. As a good candidate of CO2RR catalyst,
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it should be able to balance the formation of *COOH and *H.
On this subject, Cu is the best choice among studied metals
since the diﬀerence between binding energies of *H and
*COOH on Cu surfaces is smaller compared to that on other
metals. Due to the moderate binding aﬃnity to the CO2RR
intermediate and H atom, Cu is able to stabilize CO2RR
intermediates and its further hydrogenation simultaneously,
which may contribute to its unique ability to produce a variety
of hydrocarbons and oxygenates during the CO2RR, in agreement with earlier studies.59 In addition to the nature of the RIs,
our results indicated that the material composition and facet
type of the metal can alter the observed binding energy of RI by
about 0.5–1.0 eV (Fig. 1b). Among the studied metals, Pd and
Cu have more negative binding energies to the studied RIs
compared to Ag and Au, suggesting a generally stronger interaction of the RIs with Pd and Cu metal surfaces. The various
facets of a certain metal also show different binding energies to
the RIs, with high-index facets showing more negative binding
energies, consistent with chemical intuition as the metal atoms
on high-index facets are generally more undercoordinated.
To understand the impact of the adsorbed RIs on the
chemical bonds of RI-bound metal atom with its neighbours
in the lattice, we then explored both the thermodynamic and
kinetic aspects of extracting a metal atom on diﬀerent crystallographic facets of the studied metals with and without surfacebound RIs. The thermodynamic profile was first assessed by
calculating the vacancy formation energy (EVF), shown in Fig. S5
(ESI†). We found the adsorbed RIs can greatly aﬀect EVF on all
studied metal surfaces. Among those RIs, *COOH and *OOH
are prone to reduce the EVF by around 0.25 eV on the majority
of the studied metals and therefore promote the process of
extracting a metal atom from the surface thermodynamically.
Note that a more obvious EVF drop (around 0.75 eV) is observed
on *COOH– and *OOH–bound Au surfaces, suggesting Au
surfaces are more affected by *COOH and *OOH thermodynamically compared to other three metals. The large EVF drop may
be attributed to the relative inertness of the neighboring Au
atoms around the catalytic centre compared to those in other
metals. The interaction strength between RIs and metal surfaces depends on the interaction of RIs with both the catalytic
centre and its surrounding surface atoms. In addition to the
interaction of *OOH and *COOH with the catalytic centres,
i.e. M–O bond for *OOH and M–C bond for *COOH, the
relatively stronger interactions of *OOH and *COOH with the
surrounding metal atoms were observed on Cu(111), Ag(111),
and Pd(111) than that on Au(111) surface, which are suggested
by the longer M–O bonds of the metal surface atoms formed
with the other O atom of *OOH and the O atom of *COOH on
Au(111) surface than those formed on the (111) surfaces of the
other three metals (Fig. S6, ESI†). Thus, *OOH and *COOH
interact with the metal surface primarily through the catalytic
centre on Au(111) surface, while these RIs can interact with
both the catalytic centres and their surrounding metal atoms
on Cu(111), Ag(111), and Pd(111) surfaces. This difference in
the RI coordination indicates a stronger interference between
the RI and the valence electrons of the catalytic centre in the
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case of Au compared to the other metals, leading to a lower EVF
on *COOH– and *OOH–bound Au surfaces. Furthermore,
a negative EVF is observed in the case of OOH–bound Au(110)
surface with a single-atom vacancy, suggesting that this structure is more favourable thermodynamically than the other
structures. This may be due to the stronger interaction between
the removed Au atom and Au(110) surface than that on other
metals. For instance, as shown in Fig. S7, (ESI†) the distance
between the removed atom and the metal surface is much
shorter on OOH–bound Au(110) surface (Fig. S7c, ESI†) than
that on Ag*OOH (Fig. S7b, ESI†) despite the two metals having
very similar valence electron configurations and atomic radii.
This stronger interaction in gold could lower the energy of
OOH–bound Au(110) surface with vacancy and eventually lead
to a negative EVF. Interestingly, *H exhibited a more complex
behaviour in terms of EVF on different metal materials: *H can
either reduce the EVF on (111) and (110) surfaces or increase it
on (100) and (211) surfaces for Cu, Ag, and Au. This difference
in the effect of *H RI on EVF is likely due to the inconsistent
binding motif it adopts in the explored cases. Furthermore,
EVF substantially varied on different metals, with Pd surfaces
having relatively higher EVF than the surfaces of other metals,
i.e., the VF is less favoured on Pd compared to other metals.
To further elucidate the process of VF, we also assessed
the kinetic aspects of extracting a metal atom from the metal
surface by calculating the energy barriers of single-atom VF
process on diﬀerent crystallographic facets of the studied
metals with and without surface-bound RIs (Fig. 2). There are
multiple ways for generating a single-atom vacancy on metal
surfaces. One of the conceptually simplest approaches is to
move a surface atom over a bridge site to its nearest adsorption
site, referred to as ‘‘one-atom mechanism’’ below (Fig. 2a).
To have a more comprehensive profile of VF process, we also
considered another plausible VF mechanism, referred to as
‘‘two-atom mechanism’’, in which one atom (atom 1) moves up
toward a three-fold site, while another neighbouring atom
(atom 2) moves toward the original position of the first atom
(atom 1, Fig. 2b). We compared the energy barriers for these
two VF mechanisms on the same metal surfaces with and
without adsorbed RIs (Fig. S12, ESI†). The results revealed that
the VF of one-atom mechanism had higher energy barrier
compared to that of two-atom mechanism on most of the metal
surfaces without adsorbed RIs, making the two-atom mechanism more likely in this case. This trend correlates with the fact
that the two-atom mechanism minimizes the travel distance
the migrating atom has to travel by, in contrast to the one-atom
mechanism. However, for RI-bound metal surfaces, the trends
in the energy barrier showed a more complex behaviours with
either the one-atom or the two-atom mechanism having the
higher energy barrier. This result suggests that the adsorbed
RIs may have a significant influence on the VF mechanism, and
in some cases can decrease the barrier toward VF. Geometrically, the adsorbed RIs can facilitate the migrating atom to
move over the bridge site, and therefore make the one-atom
mechanism VF more accessible on the metal surfaces with
adsorbed RIs.
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Fig. 2 The influence of the RIs and metal nature on the one-atom and the two-atom VF mechanisms: the schematic of the two VF mechanisms (a) and
the associated energy barriers (b) on (111), (100), (110), and (211) surfaces of studied metals with and without adsorbed RIs.

Similar to the trends observed in the relative VF energies, we
found that the surface-bound RIs (*H, *OOH, and *COOH)
reduced the energy barriers of VF in both mechanisms, with
*OOH and *COOH having a more pronounced eﬀect than *H
(Fig. 2c and d). In addition, VF processes were found to have
lower energy barriers on high-index surface such as (110) and
(211) compared to (111) and (100), implying that the high-index
surfaces are less stable compared to their low-index counterparts both kinetically and thermodynamically.

To further understand the impact of RIs on the atomic
mobility, we assessed the kinetic energy barriers for the migration of a metal adatom on diﬀerent metal surfaces with and
without the bound RI. The migration pathway of the surface
adatom with and without the bound RI on diﬀerent Cu surfaces
is shown in Fig. 3a and Fig. S17–S19 (ESI†). The same migration
pathway was considered on different surfaces of the other
metals in this study, Ag, Au, and Pd. The surface adatom was
considered to be moving from one energetically favourable

Fig. 3 The comparison of atomic mobility on metal surfaces under diﬀerent reaction conditions. (a) The migration pathway of a metal adatom on
Cu(111) surface without and with diﬀerent adsorbed RIs (*H, *OOH, and *COOH). (b) The energy barriers of surface adatom migration on (111), (100),
(110), and (211) surfaces of studied metals with and without adsorbed RIs. White, H atom; red, O atom; gray, C atom; dark blue, Cu atom.
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surface site to another one nearby by moving directly over a
bridge site. Similar to the trends observed in the thermodynamic and kinetic analysis of VF, we found that the surface
atom migration can be significantly affected by the nature of
adsorbed RIs and the facet and material of the metal during
CO2RR electrolysis. The results indicated that the bound RIs
reduce the energy barriers of the surface atom migration on
different surfaces of the studied metals to varying degrees
(Fig. 3b), with *COOH having the most pronounced effect
(ca. 0.1 eV drop), followed by *OOH (ca. 0.04 eV drop), and
finally *H (ca. 0.03 eV drop) as shown in Fig. S20 (ESI†). Note
that energy barrier drops on Au surfaces are different compared
to that on other metal surfaces, with a decrease of 0.12 eV,
0.1 eV and 0.09 eV for *COOH, *OOH, and *H, respectively.
As discussed before, the difficulty of surface atom migration
is another factor that can determine the structural stability
of metal surfaces, which can be characterized by the energy
barrier of surface atom migration: a metal surface with a higher
migration energy barrier tends to be more stable than that with
a lower barrier. Our results suggested the adsorbed RIs can
contribute to the acceleration of the surface atom migration,
thereby promoting atomic mobility and lowering the structural
stability on metal surfaces. Moreover, among the studied
metals, Pd exhibited the highest (least favourable) migration
energy (1.18–1.29 eV) with Au, Ag, and Cu having lower and
similar migration energy barriers (0.30–0.44 eV) in Fig. S20
(ESI†). As suggested by our results, Pd catalysts should have a
higher stability than the other three metals including Cu, Ag,
and Au under CO2RR electrolysis, which is consistent with
the existing experimental observations.16,20 For Cu, Ag, and
Au, they shared a similar structural stability. Additionally,
the migration energy barrier also varied on the different
surfaces of all the fcc metals studied here, with the highest
kinetic barriers observed either on (100) or (110) surfaces and
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the lowest kinetic barriers observed either on (211) or (111)
surfaces.
Considering the importance of the bimetallic electrocatalysts in CO2RR, we investigated the influence of the
CO2RR-related RIs on the atom mobility in a model bimetallic
catalyst, with the aim to develop a better understanding of the
mobility trends. Specifically, considering a unique role of Cu
in CO2RR along with its higher propensity towards atomic
mobility as described above, we chose a Cu-based alloy in order
to verify whether its structural stability would be improved
compared to pure Cu. To this end, as Pd is comparably more
stable against migration compared to Cu, we selected the
Cu4xPdx systems with x = 1, 2, and 3, which has been experimentally shown to be a promising CO2RR electrocatalyst.34
In order to evaluate the stability of the Cu atom in this alloy,
the RI was considered to bind with Cu atom on the surface.
Among various facets, Cu4xPdx(100) was selected as a case
study in this work, considering that Cu(100) facet and bimetallic Cu4xPdx systems are of a great interest in the field
of CO2 RR due to its selectivity to C2 products.34,60–62 To see
whether the stability of Cu(100) surface can be enhanced by
introducing Pd element, we calculated the energy barrier for
the VF processes and the adatom migration on Cu4xPdx(100)
surfaces with and without adsorbed RIs *H, *OOH, and *COOH
(Fig. 4). Our calculations revealed that the adsorbed RIs can
reduce the energy barrier for the two VF mechanisms and the
atom migration on the Cu4xPdx(100) surfaces, similarly to the
trends observed on the pure metal surfaces discussed above.
More importantly, we found that the energy barriers of one- and
two-atom-mechanism VF and atom migration increased on
Cu4xPdx(100) with increasing x, i.e., in the series where x =
1, 2, and 3 (Fig. 4). In particular, CuPd3 showed higher energy
barriers of one- and two-atom-mechanism VF than that of Pd.
These findings suggest that optimizing the composition of

Fig. 4 The influence of reaction intermediates on the energy barrier of VF processes and adatom migration on the (100) surface of Cu4-xPdx alloy, where
x = 1, 2, and 3. The schematic and energy barriers for the VF via the one-atom mechanism (a) and via the two-atom mechanism (b), and the adatom
migration on Cu4-xPdx(100) surface with and without RIs (c). For the comparison purpose, the corresponding energy data on Cu(100) and Pd(100) surface
are also included. Dark blue, Cu atom; dark cyan, Pd atom.
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bimetallic catalysts can not only tune the activity and selectivity
of the catalysts, but also improve the structural stability of the
catalysts.
Considering real nanoscale electrocatalysts attainable
experimentally, which typically have complex nanomorphology
and a high number of undercoordinated sites, the calculations
for single-atom VF and migration may not fully reveal the
nuances of atomic mobility in the realistic catalysts during
CO2RR. Specifically, possible processes include VF, migration
of multiple atoms, and the mutual interactions between the
migrating atoms and their neighbours in the lattice. Therefore,
the structures and surface behaviour description presented
above serve only as ideal, hypothetical models to the real
catalytic systems, allowing us to roughly assess the comparative
surface stability of diﬀerent compositions and facets in the
presence of diﬀerent RIs. The complexity of multi-atom mechanisms makes it very diﬃcult to study the impact of surface
reactions on the structural behaviour of realistic catalysts by
using the DFT calculations of the VF and atom migration.
In contrast, molecular dynamic (MD) simulation is a powerful
tool to monitor the structural dynamics of a complex multiatomic surface structure63 and the influence of adsorbed
species.64 Previously, the displacement of atoms in MD simulations has been used to evaluate the atomic mobility in metal
materials.65 Thus, to have a more comprehensive understanding
of the atomic mobility induced by adsorbed RIs in a multiatomic
system, we investigated the dynamical behaviour and the
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displacement of metal atoms on a complex metal surface with
and without bound RIs using AIMD simulations. To reflect the
complexity and atomic coordination of shaped nanoparticle
surface features, we built a surface model comprised of a metal
cluster bound to an extended metal surface. The 13-atom metal
cluster and its interface with the substrate was used to represent highly undercoordinated features of a nanoparticle. The
13-atom metal clusters were chosen here because they allow
one to diﬀerentiate the eﬀect the RIs on the stability of the
metal cluster while not adding excessive computational cost
(see detailed discussion in Note S2 of ESI†).
The snapshots of the trajectories for the morphology evolution of the studied metal clusters with and without bound RIs
are shown in Fig. 5a and Fig. S22 (ESI†). For Cu clusters, we
observed the a *COOH–bound Cu atom was extracted from Cu
cluster faster (at around 0.5 ps) than a bare Cu atom or a Cu
atom bound with the other RI (*H or *OOH). In addition to the
RI–bound Cu atom, Cu atoms around it also moved from
their original positions when RI–bound Cu atom was separated
from the metal cluster. A similar trend was observed on the
other metal clusters. Therefore, the atomic mobility in the
metal clusters was difficult to evaluate by only visualizing
the morphology change. To qualitatively assess the atomic
mobility, the averaged displacement of metal atoms in the
cluster was considered to evaluate the atomic mobility in a
metal cluster. The material of the metal exhibited a great
impact on the averaged displacement of the cluster metal

Fig. 5 AIMD simulations of the metal cluster supported on extended metal surfaces. (a) Snapshots during the trajectories of AIMD for Cu cluster and H–,
OOH– and COOH–bound Cu cluster on the Cu(111) surface. (b) The change of the averaged displacements of atoms in Cu, Ag, Au, and Pd clusters with
and without bound RIs with time. White, H atom; red, O atom; black, C atom; dark blue, Cu atom.
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atoms during MD simulation. The results revealed the averaged
displacement ranges of a Cu, Ag, Au, and Pd cluster atoms were
1.9–2.7 Å, 1.1–2.1 Å, 1.3–1.6 Å, and 1.0–1.2 Å, respectively.
(*OOH–bound Pd cluster a is special case and is discussed in
the text below). The variation in the averaged displacement on
different metals reflects the difference in the atomic mobilities
on these metals, with Pd having the lowest atomic mobility,
followed by Au, Ag, and finally Cu. In addition, smaller averaged displacement ranges for Au and Pd clusters suggest that
the atomic mobility in these metal clusters is less affected by
the RI compared to Cu and Ag clusters.
Furthermore, the averaged displacement of cluster atoms
was also sensitive to the nature of the adsorbed RI. The
averaged displacements of *COOH–bound and *OOH–bound
metal clusters were greater than that of *H–bound clusters on
all metals. Interestingly, we found that the averaged displacements in the Cu and Pd clusters with bound *OOH were larger
than in the Cu and Pd clusters with bound *COOH, respectively, resulting from the O–O bond cleavage and the formation
of *O or *OH species, which further facilitated the atomic
mobility. The displacement increased sharply after the cleavage
of O–O bond at 1.5 ps and 1.0 ps on Cu and Pd clusters with
adsorbed *OOH, respectively (Fig. 5b). This suggests that,
compared to *COOH, a more pronounced reconstruction in
metal nanoparticle catalysts can be induced by *O and *OH
species formed via cleavage of the O–O bond from the *OOH
adsorbate, highlighting detrimental effects of O2 presence on
the catalyst stability during CO2RR electrocatalysis. Note that
the Ag cluster without bound RI showed greater averaged
displacement than Ag clusters bound with RIs: this trend is
associated with the top-middle Ag atom in the cluster going
down to the bottom of the cluster and pushing other Ag atoms
way from their original position, which does not affect the
overall morphology of the metal cluster.
In addition to the average displacement, the displacement
of the cluster centre of mass (COM) (Fig. S23, ESI†) was also
considered to evaluate the movement of cluster atoms. The
COM results showed a similar trend as observed in the study of
average displacement in terms of the eﬀect of the RI and the
material on the atomic mobility. It should be noted that the
displacements in Fig. 5b and Fig. S23 (ESI†) were obtained from
a single trajectory and are intended as an illustration of the
mobilities. To further support the displacement results, a time
averaging method was used to estimate the ensemble average
properties, including MSD, RDF, and Lindemann index, which
can quantitatively measure the atomic mobility and order
(Fig. S24–S38, ESI†). The MSD of the substrate atoms exhibited
the typical features of the solid state with nearly periodic
distributions with low amplitude, while the MSD of the cluster
atoms displayed liquid-state-like features, with larger amplitude and linear slopes at longer times, indicative of diffusive
behaviour. We found that the MSD of the cluster atoms depend
on the RIs and materials, reflecting the effect of the latter on
atomic mobility. The computed radial distribution functions
also revealed that the substrates exhibit ordered solid behaviour while the clusters display disordered liquid behaviour.
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As shown in Fig. S24c–S38c, (ESI†) RDFs of the substrates had
broadened peaks with zero probability of finding a particle
between peaks due to the regular spatial distribution of the
atoms. However, RDFs of the clusters have non-zero separations
between peaks as the atoms have higher mobility. Furthermore,
we also found that the clusters have higher Lindemann indices
than the substrates, further suggesting a higher atomic mobility
of the metal cluster than that of the substrate. A sharp increase
in Lindemann index was observed for Cu and Pd clusters after
the adsorption of *OOH (from 0.067 to 0.112 for Cu; from 0.038
to 0.052 for Pd), which supports the significantly increased
atomic mobility induced by *OOH on Cu and Pd clusters as
demonstrated in Fig. 5 and Fig. S23 (ESI†).
We used our estimated kinetic temperatures in order to
assess the heat transfer between RIs and the metal slab. Results
are shown in Fig. S40 (ESI†) for all the systems under investigation. For the case of copper, we observe that at short times, the
RIs and have the same kinetic temperature. This is because,
initial velocities are sampled from a Maxwell–Boltzmann
distribution. As time evolves, the thermostat steers the velocity
components, and overall kinetic energy, towards the target
temperature. This equilibration process is accompanied by
structural changes and large differences are observed between
the kinetic temperatures of the cluster/RIs and that of the slab
at around 500 fs and beyond. This is indicative of slow energy
or inefficient energy transfer between the cluster/RIs and the
slab for the case of copper. Only at around 2 ps does the kinetic
temperature of the cluster/RIs appear to have reached the target
temperature of 300 K. In the case of Au, the temperature
equilibration process appears more efficient with less overall
fluctuations. A similar situation is observed for Ag while Pd
exhibits more pronounced fluctuations in the presence of RIs
but lesser in the case of a surface cluster. We also estimated the
heat capacities of the various systems and present our results in
Fig. S41 (ESI†). As a general trend, we observe that the presence
of RIs increases the heat capacity in all cases as these RIs
increase energy fluctuations. This observation is also consistent
with the pronounced kinetic temperature fluctuations discussed above. Because of the limited length of our MD trajectories, the magnitude of our standard errors prevents a
quantitation comparison of the effects of different RIs for a
given metal.

Conclusions
In summary, we demonstrated the influence of adsorbed
reaction intermediates and the materials composition on the
structural reconstructions in the common cathodic electrocatalysts during CO2RR electrolysis by conducting a detailed
computational study of thermodynamic, kinetic, and structural
dynamics aspects of the atomic mobility in these electrocatalysts. Based on static DFT calculations, the adsorbed reaction intermediates tend to promote the atomic mobility in the
metallic electrocatalysts by accelerating (1) the thermodynamics
of vacancy formation; (2) the kinetic barriers of vacancy
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formation through two pathways; (3) the kinetic barriers of the
atom migration on the metal surfaces. Depending on the
nature of the adsorbed reaction intermediates, they facilitate
the atomic mobility in varying degrees. For instance, *COOH
has a more pronounced eﬀect than *H; and *OOH could
induce a more pronounced eﬀect than *COOH, especially
when the O–O bond breaks on metal surfaces. In addition,
our AIMD simulations revealed that Pd has the lowest atomic
mobility, then sequentially followed by Au, Ag, and Cu. This
work highlights the side reaction intermediate such as *OOH
can not only cause the waste of the input energy, but also
facilitate the structural reconstruction in the cathodic electrocatalysts during CO2RR. We also found that alloying less
stable Cu with Pd renders a material with decreased atomic
mobility of Cu surface atoms compared to pure Cu, which
illustrates that alloying can not only be used to tailor the
catalyst activity and selectivity, but also to improve their
structural stability. These findings provide a more comprehensive picture of the atomic mobility trends in the commonly
used CO2RR metal electrocatalysts and the influence of the RIs
under electrolysis conditions. The extended surface mobility
assessment discussed here enables the evaluation of the
atomic mobility in a cathodic catalyst of a new composition
and provides another step in guiding experiments toward
designing more stable electrocatalysts for industrial applications.
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